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MISSION BRIEFING:
Good morning. As many of you know, The Agency employs people from around the world as contacts, ears on the
ground to give The Agency the vital intel it needs to keep the world safe. Unfortunately, these contacts can
sometimes be unreliable, and measures sometimes have to be taken for the sake of secrecy. Recently one of our
newer contacts, a young Russian ballerina named Iliana Petrovia, has announced her retirement from the ballet,
which causes us great concern. She has not discussed this plan with the Agency, and this, along with some
suspicious financial activity, leads us to believe she intends to disappear. Your mission is to travel to Paris, where
she is performing a farewell ballet tomorrow night, and confirm the Agency’s suspicions of her intention to disappear
or defect. If you find no evidence to disprove the Agency’s belief, your orders are to silence her permanently in the
most discreet way possible. Miss Petrovia’s status as a celebrity makes this task difficult, but your experience
should give you the advantage. Your flight leaves in an hour, good luck.

MISSION DEBRIEFING:
***Mission Completed: 6-13-09, 11:45PM Local Time***
The received intel and traveled to Paris, where they set up a HQ and begin delving into Petrovia’s finances. This
turned up some odd transactions, but nothing the team could pin down or agree upon. With help of the local
paparazzi, the team tracked Petrovia down and followed her first to her rehearsal, then out into the Paris nightlife. It
was while she was out clubbing that she was approached by a thuggish man, and the team identified him as a
lieutenant for the Russian crime boss Leonid Voranov. This possible connection later turned out to be a dead end,
Voranov was only interested in keeping his favorite dancer dancing. The team tuned to the final show. One
positioned herself backstage and another in the crowd to keep an eye on their target while she performed for the last
time. While the two Agents watched Petrovia, the third conducted a thorough search of her hotel room. Discovered
were two prescriptions, one for anti-depressants and one for prenatal vitamins. Also discovered were two bags, one
normal luggage, and what appeared to be a go bag, complete with large amounts of cash and a fake passport.
Shortly after, the Agent was interrupted by an older wiry man coming to collect the travel bags, causing the Agent to
dive for cover to avoid detection. This man was later identified as Stefan Auerswalt, a Belgian banking mogul. The
team tracked both Petrovia and Auerswalt to a small rural airport north of Paris where a private jet was waiting.
Believing that their evidence was damning enough, the Agents called for an airstrike on the plane in air, taking down
the aircraft somewhere over the French countryside. There were no survivors and the accident has been ruled a
freak mechanical failure.

